Abstract: This paper presents findings of synchrotron diffraction measurements on tubular specimens with a thermal barrier coating (TBC) system applied by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD), having a thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer due to aging in hot air. The diffraction measurements were in situ while applying a thermal cycle with high temperature holds at 1000 • C and varying internal air cooling mass flow and mechanical load. It was observed that, during high temperature holds at 1000 • C, the TGO strain approached zero if no mechanical load or internal cooling was applied. When applying a mechanical load, the TGO in-plane strain (e22) changed to tensile and the out of plane TGO strain (e11) became compressive. The addition of internal cooling induced a thermal gradient, yielding a competing effect, driving the e22 strain to compressive and e11 strain to tensile. Quantifying TGO strain variations in response to competing factors will provide a path to controlling the TGO strain, and further improving the lifetime assessment and durability design strategies for TBC systems.
Introduction
Jet engine turbine blades are exposed to increasingly extreme conditions in order to advance both efficiency and performance for air breathing engines. Driven by the need to improve thermal efficiency, turbine inlet temperatures have been elevated by 500 • C over the past decades [1] . In an effort to maintain and increase the longevity of the superalloy blades, internal cooling flows have been introduced for generating thermal gradients. The internal flow, along with architected thermal barrier coatings (TBCs), reduces the temperature on the superalloy but induces a thermal gradient over the coating system [2] . Typically, TBCs for aircraft engine blades comprise a superalloy load bearing substrate with an yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coating deposited via electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD). This deposition method is used for generating layers with a columnar structure, resulting in the necessary strain tolerance during thermal and mechanical cyclic loading in service. As the YSZ topcoat is permeable to oxygen, a metallic layer, such as NiCoCrAlY, is applied onto the substrate for protecting it against oxidation by forming a dense alumina layer, known as the thermally grown oxide (TGO). During the deposition of YSZ, an initial TGO is formed, typically less than 1 micron thick. However, during the life of the TBC, the TGO grows as it is exposed to elevated temperatures during service. The growth rate is non-linear in nature and influences the resulting mechanical behavior of the coating system in response to complex loading conditions. It has been observed that the oxide scale has a critical role in the failure mechanisms of the coating system, and this has been of great interest of study (e.g., [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ) to understand the damage process and predict the lifetime of the coating system.
Most research has been conducted on flat coupon or cylindrical specimens to evaluate the effect of thermal load cycles (e.g., [7, 12] ). These tests have been very effective for ranking different coating systems with respect to performance under the respective experimental testing conditions, yet they also highlight the need for more advanced in-situ measurements that provide strain data within the coating layers under loads close to the complex service conditions to support theory and simulation efforts [13] . By introducing mechanical loading in addition to thermal cycling [14] , it was possible to separate the effects of mechanical and thermal load, as well as to provide a lifetime model based on calculated strain in the TGO as a function of thermal mismatch and elastic material properties. The inclusion of induced thermal gradients, such as air cooling on the leeward surface of a sample contrasted with torch heating [15] [16] [17] or radiation heating [18] , has advanced the characterization and deciphering of TBC behavior under thermal loading. Further work with tubular specimens and simultaneous thermal and mechanical loading and adding a thermal gradient has been performed to apply more realistic loading conditions in laboratory testing [19] , resulting in spallation and specific crack patterns enhancing spallation [20] . Computational analyses of the experimental findings in [20] provided reasonable explanations for the observed damage features [21, 22] ; however, for validation of the numerical results, in situ measurement of the strain in all layers of the TBC system was needed. The technique used in [19] has been adapted in [23] [24] [25] to reveal, by in situ X-ray diffraction, the role of loading variations on the strain of the different layers of a TBC coating system. However, thus far, strain evaluation for the TGO, which is governing the TBC failure in most cases, has been incomplete due to the difficulties in analyses of the diffraction pattern coming from the exceptionally thin layer.
To understand both the effect of the loading condition, and to isolate their influence on the strain of the employed coating layers, in-situ measurements are required. Time dependent behaviors for multi-layer coating systems can be observed with the application of high energy X-ray diffraction from a synchrotron source in in-situ testing [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . These high available energies and flux result in short collection times and high spatial resolution for simultaneous non-destructive analysis of multiple constituents and layers. This has been utilized to quantify the effect for a multi-variable assessment and to elucidate the conditions' influence on the failure mechanisms that plague TBCs.
Experimental
In this study, in-situ X-ray diffraction data of tubular coated and aged specimens were collected under multivariable loading conditions capturing their influence on the strain of the thermally grown oxide layer in a TBC system. A multivariable analysis has been conducted to determine the role and magnitude of the following variables: mechanical (axial) loading, external temperature, and internal cooling air flow. This is represented in Figure 1 and is further detailed in this section. The experimental study focused on the aged TBC specimens with a sufficiently thick oxide scale for strain analyses by X-ray diffraction. Sample design is elaborated in the Sample manufacturing section. Experiments were designed to provide a multi-variable assessment of the role and magnitude of the following variables: mechanical (axial) loading, external temperature, and internal cooling air flow. To understand the influence of the variables, three cases were investigated (see Figure 1 ).
• [19, 20, 23] .
Individual cycles with thermal and mechanical loading: In-situ strain measurements were conducted with variations in both mechanical loads and internal cooling flow for representative cycles. Testing conditions included a 20 min ramp from ambient to 1000 • C, a high-temperature hold for 20 min, and a decrease to ambient for 20 min. Additionally, internal cooling air flow was implemented, with a mass flow between 0 and 100 Standard Liters Per Minute (SLPM). Figure Sup1 represents the conditions employed on the specimen, during which depth strain measurements over the coating thickness were conducted. Cycles with superimposed constant mechanical loads providing a nominal tensile stress of 32, 64, and 128 MPa were paired with flow variations of 0, 30, 50, and 75 SLPM. This produced a large matrix of results shedding light on material properties as a function of temperature, mechanical loading (stress), and dwell time [24, 25] .
Increasing flow: Figure Sup1b details the "effect of flow" experiment. In an effort to identify the variation in strain for the coating system at a high temperature with respect to internal cooling, this experiment was conducted. After the surface of the coating system was held at 1000 • C, internal cooling was turned on and increased in small steps accompanied by in-situ strain measurements. Measuring through the depth of the coating, the influence of the increasing flow on the strain of the TGO was observed.
Sample Manufacturing
This experiment used a single tubular dog bone shaped specimen specified in [19] [20] [21] , as shown in Figure 1 . The substrate was an Inconel 100 directionally solidified alloy, with an inner diameter of 4 mm and outer diameter of 8 mm. The bond coat of NiCoCrAlY was deposited via EB-PVD to a thickness of 118 ± 4 microns, on which adhered a partially stabilized zirconia top coat with 7-8 wt% yttria content at a thickness of 211 ± 4 microns. The specimen had been aged at uniform temperature in a furnace for 304 h at 1000 • C in air to develop the thermally grown oxide to a thickness sufficient for X-ray diffraction analyses. Referring to data experimentally obtained in a previous study [21] , the pre-aged specimen had a 4 micron thick TGO. The comparably minimal number of cycles added by the experimental matrix had negligible effects on TGO composition and growth.
Synchrotron Diffraction Measurements under Loading
X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using the high-energy X-ray diffraction technique offered at the 1-ID Beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). This high-energy XRD technique employed monochromatic transmission geometry fitted with a GE 41RT 2048 × 2048 pixels area detector to measure diffracted X-ray intensities for further determining volume fraction of phases present and crystallographic texture qualities in each phase of the polycrystalline material. The beamline was operated at 65 keV with CuK (0.7125 Å) radiation. The total X-ray flux was 1012 photons/s. To obtain precise and accurate information from the scans, calibration of the detector position and orientation with respect to the incident beam was performed using ceria powder. The sample to detector distance yielded crystallographic range of d-spacings of 1.3 to 3.5 Å. Scans were taken from the edge of the sample working towards the center with beam size of 300 microns height (parallel to load axis) and 30 microns width, with a 50 micron step size. Scanning tangentially with this beam, the radial thickness of the TGO layer is treated as a near linear slice compared to the much larger radial thickness of the cylinder.
High-temperature in-situ measurements were taken using a set up including an 8 kW infrared (IR) heating chamber, Type E4, and control system (Precision Control Systems Inc., Eden Prairie, MN, USA). Radiation was applied by four quartz short IR wavelength lamps in a hinged clam-shell style chamber focused onto the specimen in the center line of the furnace by way of elliptical mirrors. The chamber has four polished water-cooled aluminum reflectors to focus the IR energy on the target located in the center of the camber. The chamber includes the four 2 kW T3 lamps, protective quartz windows and dripless water connectors. The control system regulates the voltage to the lamps and includes a temperature controller that was configured for a type "S" thermocouple for the high temperature experiments performed here. Samples were heated at ramp rates of 50 K per min to temperatures up to 1000 • C. High-performance computing (HPC) batch correction was used to convert area detector data and MATLAB was used for subsequent processing.
Statistical Analysis
With X-ray diffraction, there is an intrinsic sensitivity challenge for measuring extremely small strains. For synchrotron diffraction with 2D area detectors, the resolution limits are extremely precise with values in the range of 10 −4 mm/mm being deciphered. The uncertainty increases when approaching zero strain and decreases with increasing strain. As such, values of certain response curves at high temperature in the range of 10 −5 mm/mm are considered effectively zero. In Figure 2c ,f, there are distinct points with no error bars where the values of the strain are too close to zero to overcome the minimal noise in the system. For slightly larger strain in the range of 10 −4 , this is not an issue.
Each resulting data point is a fit of an eccentric ellipse from the Debye rings produced by that crystallographic plane under strain. For the alumina scale, the (116) plane was selected for strain analysis as it had the minimum convolution with the bond coat peaks. The strain free reference approximation was modeled using room temperature lattice parameters with single crystal data from literature [29] since variations are minimal for the material. Lattice dependent X-ray elastic constants were calculated via the DECCalc software [30] and used to estimate the invariant radius and azimuthal angle. Note that this is the reference angle at which zero deviatoric strain occurs. At high temperature, considerable thermal expansion along with bond coat phase change due to formation of precipitates was observed. Scans across the thickness reveal low intensity characteristic alumina diffraction peaks. However, further scans oriented medially probe bond coat precipitations, which can convolute and obscure diffraction peaks of the thin oxide layer. To mitigate this, a Fourier fitting method was employed to overcome fitting challenges where segments of the oxide were obscured by the bond coat. Distinguishing between the two overlapping phases was made easier by the texturing or roping of the bond coat phases as well as by its dramatic intensity in comparison to the oxide. Some of these considerations are show in Figure A2b .
Error bars are generated for the average radius for all of the specific azimuthal bins segmented around the Debye ring. The full discretized ring is fit by a Fourier routine that considers all points. Confidence intervals are constructed for 90% confidence, providing an understanding of the variation for each strain fit. Error bars represent the maximum and minimum confidence range for each measurement point. For outliers multiple standard deviations away from the average, a bisquare robust regression is used to weight their influence on the full fitting curve. This is particularly effective for issues with bond coat peak interference, as shown in Figure A2a , where azimuthal bins will fit neighboring higher intensity bond coat peaks and miss the obscured oxide scale peak. The more closely the data matches the Fourier sinusoidal shape, the stronger the predictive nature of the routine becomes. As such, for strong signals with small areas of obscured data including textured or interfering data segments, the routine is very effective for capturing the appropriate fits. An R-squared value for each fit is determined and used to evaluate the goodness of fit for every measurement point.
Examining the effect of increasing internal cooling flow at high temperature hold, it was shown that the strain response is non-linear which highlights that the variation between 30, 50, and 75 SLPM entails not a purely linear increase in effect due to non-linear heat transfer and flow properties for the internal pipe flow. This may be the cause of some of the strain response profiles having minimal variation comparing the 50 and 75 SLPM variables. The trends follow an expected non-linear response, which results from the heat transfer coefficient being non-linear for transitioning internal pipe flow [27, 28] . This is seen to level out the resulting strain response between 40 and 60 SLPM.
Throughout this experimental work, the aim was to observe statistically relevant trends and influences, while understanding the inherent uncertainty from such a complex real time experiment. For example, due to the time associated with scanning through the 10 measurement zones, the final strain measurement (time) for the oxide layer at high temperature hold can move considerably. This results in missing information between the last measurement at the high temperature hold and the first measurement (time) during thermal ramp down. Consequently, the variables influence on the ramp down strain slope needs to be evaluated for the next continuous two strain measurements. This is shown in Figure 2a 
Results and Discussion
The experiments produced high-resolution 2D diffraction data yielding the constituent strain data of the multi-layer system. A full multi-variable testing procedure was performed to understand and quantify the influence of the mechanical loading, thermal loading, and internal cooling testing parameters. An image of the testing is presented in Figure 1 . Of primary importance was the comparison of constant mechanical load with variable flow and constant flow with variable mechanical loading. Comparing the resulting nine individual full system tests, Figure 2 was produced for the primary comparison of the axial in plane TGO strain e22 parallel to mechanical load direction. From these findings, the influences of the multiple variables on the oxide scale can be identified.
• Increasing internal cooling flow, at high temperature holds and constant mechanical load, results in decreasing strain, e22. That is, for the cases of lower mechanical constant load, the strain becomes more compressive, while for higher constant mechanical load, the strain goes from tensile to compressive. This is clearly seen in Figure 2a -c. This is mainly because the internal air cooling increases the thermal gradient across the specimens wall, resulting in constraining the expansion of the specimen, and a compressive TGO strain. Further, although the role of increased internal flow from low to high flow is distinct, the midrange flow measurement (50 SLPM) shows decreased confidence and sensitivity as elaborated in Section 2.3.
• Increasing mechanical loading, at constant flow and constant external temperature, will push the oxide scale into tension. This is of specific interest at high temperature holds, where sufficient axial loading can take the oxide scale from compression or near zero strain and pull it into tension. This is shown in Figure 2c and further visible in Figure 2d -f. In previous work [21] , it has been shown that further tensile stresses may form due to creep relaxation over cyclical loading. However, when mechanical loading is combined with internal cooling, the variables compete and the resulting superposition is reflected.
•
The response to high temperature hold depends on the strain level resulting from the combined applied mechanical load and internal cooling air flows. When reaching a high tensile strain, significant strain relaxation is observed, which can be seen clearly in Figure 2 . When the strain during hold is compressive, a slight increase of compressive strain occurs, as displayed in Figure 2a ,f. These observations can be explained by considering the two competing mechanisms of creep relaxation and accumulation of growth strain as investigated via numerical analyses in [21] . At high temperature it is assumed that TGO growth results not only in thickening of the TGO but also in depositing material at grain boundaries of the TGO causing increase of in-plane compressive strain, as discussed in the literature [8, 9] . While the growth strain always increase the compressive strain, creep relaxation is actively driving the strain always towards zero. Thus, at high tensile strain level creep relaxation and growth strain are acting both to reduce the strain. In contrast, at high compressive strain level, creep relaxation and growth strain are counteracting. Depending on creep parameters, growth rate, and yield strength of the TGO, an equilibrium strain or stress will be reached after certain hold time. At strain levels close to zero, the sensitivity of synchrotron strain measurements is decreased due to superposed signal noise. This is further discussed in the statistical section.
• Next, consider the influence of internal flow on the TGO strain response during thermal ramping. During thermal cycling, the surface heating by the radiation furnace introduces a transient thermal gradient over the specimen wall, which-without internal cooling-would vanish during hold at high temperature. The transient thermal gradient results in a delay of TGO strain response with respect to the surface temperature. Superposing an internal cooling air flow increases the time lag in strain response, which is visible when comparing the strain evolution at thermal ramp up in Figure 2f with that in Figure 2d ,e.
By taking Case 3 as detailed in Figure 1 , i.e., combining mechanical loading and internal cooling in low-low, mid-mid, and high-high conditions, the strain level during hold was kept close to zero. Figure 3a ,b shows the strain evolution for both in plane parallel to applied load and out of plane (e22 and e11). A schematic is presented in Figure A1a ,b further elaborating the loading conditions and comparison of in plane and out of plane strains. Of particular importance was that variables' influences during high temperature hold are seen to compensate each other. This is most visible in both the e22 and e11 response in Figure 3a ,b as all the response curves show effectively zero strain during high temperature hold. However, such influence compensation only holds true for mid and high applied surface temperatures, while variation is still seen in the low temperature strain response (below 800 • C). It can be inferred that, at low temperatures, applied mechanical loading dominates over the internal cooling variable's influence on the resulting strain, because at low temperatures the thermal gradient is lowered.
In an effort to more completely understand the individual variables' influences, additional experiments were designed as shown in Figure A1b . While at a constant surface temperature of 1000 • C, internal cooling flow was gradually increased from 0 SLPM to 85 SLPM. No mechanical load was applied in these experiments. The resulting in plane and out of plane (e22 and e11) TGO strain results are plotted in Figure 4a ,b, and the influence of increasing coolant flow can be quantified. The trends follow an expected non-linear response, which results from the heat transfer coefficient being non-linear for transitioning internal pipe flow from laminar to turbulent [31, 32] . This is seen to level out the resulting strain response between 40 and 60 SLPM. For the e22 response, the maximum flow is observed to result in −1.5 × 10 −3 (compressive) strain. Conversely, for e11 response, the maximum flow increases the strain to 4 × 10 −4 (tensile). The primary influences are summarized qualitatively in Figure 5 and summarized for their implications on durability. Unique to this study is the multi variable analysis, showcasing the interaction between different variables. Herein, it is discussed that the internal cooling has an influence to cause a lag in strain response to increasing external temperature. It was further shown that higher mechanical loading and internal cooling flow have a converse influence on the TGO strain. 
Conclusions
The multi-variable study provided the ability to understand the influence and to quantify the effects of mechanical loading, internal cooling, and externally applied thermal loading. The major outcome is to quantitatively determine the influence of the selected variables on the TGO strain, which has significant implications in the design of these coatings for durability. Specifically, the accomplishments can be highlighted as:
• Quantifying the change in tensile strain magnitude at high temperature due to variable applied mechanical loading; • Quantifying the non-linear in plane and out of plane TGO strain variation due to increased internal cooling flow rates; • Demonstrating the competing nature of external mechanical loading and the effectiveness of internal cooling flow rates, suggesting that tuning local internal flow rates across a turbine blade could mitigate potential high tensile strains at operating temperatures.
The breakthrough of establishing the competing influences of applied loads and thermal gradients on the internal strains lies in identifying critical cycle scenarios that can lead to tensile strains within the TGO which have a negative impact on durability. This work offers the capacity to use the measurement results to establish design strategies for internal cooling that would prevent the generation of tensile strains within the TGO, potentially avoiding specific damage mechanisms.
The significance of this study is that of quantifying how realistic loading influences the strain state in the oxide scale, which is critical to understanding the failure mechanisms of the coated system. The results are consistent with trends and hypotheses established by previous model experiment and simulation. The results and enhanced understanding allows for advancing the life prediction for a turbine blade and coating system, where the internal cooling, external temperatures, and centrifugal loading vary. The approach has the ability to revolutionize design strategies for durability enhancement for coated aircraft turbine blades. 
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Appendix A
The following supplementary figures display the loading profiles and the strain analysis methods used in the study. 
